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Abstract. The equations have been derived for the trigonal system to calculate the lattice
strains produced by the non-hydrostatic pressure condition which arises when the sample is
compressed between the anvils without any pressure transmitting medium.
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1. Introduction
The lattice strains as a function of pressure can be measured by recording X-ray
diffraction patterns from the specimen compressed in an opposed anvil device such as
a diamond anvil celt. When the specimen is compressed between the anvils without any
pressure transmitting medium, the stress state at the centre of the specimen, trij, is
non-hydrostatic. In recent articles generalized theories using anisotropic elasticity theory
were developed for cubic (Singh 1993) and hexagonal (Singh and Balasingh 1994) systems
to calculate the lattice strains which correspond to the strains measured under nonhydrostatic pressure condition. Recently, Mao et al (1995) developed a new technique to
measure the d-spacings as a function of ¢ (~ being the angle between the diffracting plane
normal and the direction of the applied load) and collected the data for the cubic and
trigonal phases of Wustite. The interpretation of such data will require an expression for
trigonal system to calculate the lattice strains under non-hydrostatic condition. In this
article, we derive the relevant equations for the trigonal system in a form suitable for the
analysis of the experimental data. The method followed in the derivation of the equations
is given in detail in the earlier papers (Singh 1993; Singh and Balasingh 1994).

2. Stressstate
The stress state, aij, at the centre of the specimen compressed in an opposed anvil device
is defined by the radial component (in the plane of the anvil face) tr~ and the axial
component (along the direction of the applied load) a 3. The difference (o 3 - a ~ )
denoted by t, has been termed as uniaxial stress component. The stress state at the
centre of the specimen is completely described by
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dij,

(1)

where Op : [2a 1 + a3]/3 = (a 1 + t/3) is the equivalent hydrostatic pressure and the
d,j is the deviatoric stress component. As the load on the opposed anvil set-up is
increased, O-pincreases and t settles down at a value which equals the yield stress of the
specimen material at a pressure O'p. With further increase in the applied load, O-p increases rapidly; the increase in t is comparatively small and corresponds to the increase
of the yield stress of the specimen material with pressure. The strains produced by
O-pcan be very large and are better analyzed using a standard equation of state valid for
large strains. The stress d~j, being very small (as compared with O'p), produces strain
ed(hkl) which can be calculated using linear elasticity theory. In terms of the measured
d-spacing, d°pb+dunder non-hydrostatic conditions can be written as

gd(hk[) ----~p+ -- dp)/dp.

(2)

Following the approach given in the earlier papers (Singh 1993; Singh and Balasingh
1994) it can be easily shown that,

ea(hkl ) = (1 - 3cos2~k)F,

(3)

where

Gx and Gv denote the shear modulus under Reuss condition relevant for X-ray
diffraction and Voigt condition respectively. It may be noted that Gx differs from the
shear modulus under Reuss condition. ~ is a fraction between 0 and 1.
From (2) and (3) we get the following useful relation,
obs
dp+
a - dp[1 + F(I - 3cos2~b)].
_

2.1

_

(4)

Derivation of G x

To calculate the lattice strain under the action of a stress field, three orthogonal
coordinate systems are used. The relative orientations between these axes are shown in
figure 1. The diffracting plane (ABC) is referred to the x I' axes with x; and x~ coinciding
with the crystallographic axes a and c and the x 2 axis is chosen perpendicular to both
x~; and x~ to form a right handed system of coordinates. The x'i are the diffraction plane
coordinate system with x'1 along O'A and x~ along OO' normal to the plane ABC. The
relative orientations between the coordinate system x~ and diffraction plane coordinate
system x', can be specified by the angles ~o and ~ as shown in figure 1.
The expression for the strain e33 along the plane normal is obtained by following the
same procedure as given by Singh and Balasingh (1994).

d',j = ai,% d,,,

(5)

d','j = b,kbj, dkv

(6)

The single and double primes indicate that the quantity is referred to the x'i and x'i' axes
respectively. The transformation matrices % and b~j are given in an earlier paper (Singh
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Figure 1.

T h e relative o r i e n t a t i o n s o f the t h r e e sets of axes.

and Balasingh 1994). Since the elastic constants for trigonal crystals are defined with
respect to hexagonal system of axes (Nye 1960), we use the same set of axes to derive the
equations in this paper. On carrying out the transformations (5) and (6) and averaging
over the ~0-group of crystallites, the following relationships for the deviatoric stress
components are obtained.
d'~ -- ½(1 - 3/2)E,
p/
I
d22
= ](1
- 3/22)E,

d33 -- ½(1 - 312)E,
d 2 3 - -31213E,

d31 = - ~ 1 3 I l E ,
d~2= -31112E,
where
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The resulting strain el) is given by
i!

i!

ij = Sijkldkt,

(7)
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where S~jktare the elastic compliances at a pressure %. The strain component along the
plane normal is given by
•'
~33

=

(8)

"
g'ijlilj'

Ii are the direction cosines of the x 3 axis with the x'~' axes. On carrying out steps (7) and
!
(8), the strain e33 comes out as follows:
e33 = e~(hkl) = -

(1 - 3COS2¢)/(2GRX),

(9)

where

(GRX)-'

=

(2S~1 - S,2

- S13 ) -{- 1 2 ( - 5S11 -{--S12 -~- 5S13 - $33 + 3S44)

+ I~(3S1 t - 6S13 + 3S33 - 3S44 )

+ 61z 13(3/12 - - 122 ) S 1 4

+

61113(31~_ 12)$25"

(10)

Sm, are the elastic compliances in the two-suffix notation at a pressure %. The above
equation is for trigonal crystals of classes 3 and 3 which have seven independent elastic
compliances. For the crystals of classes 32, 3m and 3m, there are only six independent
elastic constants, $25 being zero. eR(hkl) represents the lattice strain along the direction
[hkl] produced by the deviatoric stress components under Reuss limit.
2.2

Derivation of G v

The expression for %3 under strain continuity or Voigt limit can be derived by writing
the expression for %3 for an elastically isotropic case, and substituting for the elastic
constants the Voigt average values. This gives
ev : - ~(1 - 3 cos 2 ~)/(2Gv),

(11)

where Gv is the shear modulus under the Voigt limit, and is given by
GV = T3-[-~-(C11
I 5
-- C12 ) -~- ( C l l -- C13 ) + (C33 -- C13 ) + 6 C 4 4 ] ,

(12)

where Cij are the elastic stiffnesses in the two-suffix notation at pressure %.
3.

Discussion

Equation (3) is a generalized expression which holds good for all crystal systems. Only
the values of Gx and G v differ from one crystal system to another.
Equation (4) shows interesting dependence of d °bs
p+d on ~,. If d-spacings could be
measured under non-hydrostatic conditions for at least two ~k-values, then dp and F can
be determined. Such measurements are possible, for example, in an experimental set-up
which is essentially a modification, suggested earlier (Singh 1994), of Kinsland-Bassett
geometry (Kinsland and Bassett 1976). The d-spacing versus ~,-data, however, can be
obtained elegantly using a novel technique developed recently by Mao et al (1995).
An examination of (9) shows that for reflections of the type (00/), the coefficients of
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$14 and $25 become zero and the expression reduces to the one for hexagonal system.
For reflections of the type (hkO), eRd(hkt) becomes independent of (hkt).
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